13 May 2016

PART ONE – PLANNING OF CONSULTATION ACTIVITY
TITLE OF THIS
EXERCISE
CONTACT NAME AND
NUMBER

Designation of Boscombe and Pokesdown Neighbourhood Plan Forum and Boundary
Sophie Leon
01202 451323

RESPONSE

STAGE ONE - WHAT ARE YOU CONSULTING ABOUT?
What specifically are your objectives –
what are you trying to achieve through this
consultation?
Checklist 1A – What is the purpose of this
consultation exercise?

What is not open to change ie what has
already been decided / what other factors
will constrain your decision?
This also needs to be clearly set out in your
consultation material.
Checklist 1B – Setting out your objectives to
consultees provides a format for this.

The Council is required to determine an application for designation of a
Neighbourhood Plan Forum and a proposed boundary for the preparation of a
Neighbourhood Plan.
This will enable the local community to prepare a neighbourhood plan in order to
guide the use and development of land in the area.
Feedback is needed from the local community on the details of the proposed Forum
and boundary which have been submitted.

The Local Planning Authority has a legal duty to support communities in preparing
neighbourhood plans.
If it were found through the consultation that the community did not support the
proposed boundary or forum that LPA could refuse to designate them or suggest an
amendment, but the process is community led.

Completed forms should be forwarded to marie.fox@bournemouth.gov.uk for inclusion on the Council’s online Consultation Tracker. Please submit PART ONE as early as
possible to give local people and colleagues as much advance notice as possible of your consultation plans. Then remember to complete and submit PART TWO after the
consultation so that we can update Consultation Tracker to let people know the outcomes of the consultation.
http://biz/BIZkits/Toolkits/Consultation/Pages/Consultation%20Plan.doc
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RESPONSE

Is there any existing research or
consultation which may be of use on this
issue? Or any opportunities for joining up
with other consultations?

There is a considerable amount of guidance on the neighbourhood planning process
available from government, Locality and the Planning Advisory Service and this has
been referred to extensively.
This is a very specific procedural consultation which cannot be readily combined with
others.

Check the Bournemouth 2026 online
Consultation Tracker. See also the Research
and Information pages on our website for links
to other regional and national research which
may be of use.

STAGE TWO - DECIDING WHO TO CONSULT
Boscombe East and Boscombe West

Which wards will be affected by the issue
you are consulting about?

Who are your stakeholders? Who needs to
be involved in your consultation?
Checklist 2A – Identifying Your Stakeholders.
Consider whether you need to include any
under represented / seldom heard groups.
Remember you may need to consult with
groups representing the 6 strands of Equality
in order to provide evidence for your Equality
Impact Needs Assessment (EINA).

Members and Senior Council staff
Ward Councillors – Boscombe East and Boscombe West
Regeneration & Public Health Portfolio Holder (Councillor Jane Kelly)
Planning & Environment Portfolio Holder (Councillor David Smith)
Council staff
Head of Planning & Regulation Service (Andy England)
Planning Policy (Mark Axford and Julia Mitchell)
Design & Heritage Manager, Planning (Caroline Peach)
Boscombe Regeneration (Cat McMillan)
Head of Community Regeneration (Sue Bickler)
Principle Community Development Officer (Linda Maguire)

Completed forms should be forwarded to marie.fox@bournemouth.gov.uk for inclusion on the Council’s online Consultation Tracker. Please submit PART ONE as early as
possible to give local people and colleagues as much advance notice as possible of your consultation plans. Then remember to complete and submit PART TWO after the
consultation so that we can update Consultation Tracker to let people know the outcomes of the consultation.
http://biz/BIZkits/Toolkits/Consultation/Pages/Consultation%20Plan.doc
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RESPONSE
Community
People who live or work in Boscombe

Do you plan to consult specifically with
social services users?
If yes, you will need to gain approval from the
Research Governance Co-ordinator in Adult and
Community Support. Go to
http://www.bournemouth.gov.uk/SocialCareHealt
h/AdultSocialCare/DevelopingCommunityCareS
ervices/ResearchinSocialCare.aspx for more
information.

Statutory organisations
Historic England
I do not need to consult specifically with social service users
NB. As the initiative is community led, the emerging Forum has been engaging the
community extensively, working with a number of local organisations including local
businesses, Boscombe Forum, Pokesdown Forum, Southbourne Forum, the Dorset Race
Equality Council and Bournemouth Council for Voluntary Services.

Completed forms should be forwarded to marie.fox@bournemouth.gov.uk for inclusion on the Council’s online Consultation Tracker. Please submit PART ONE as early as
possible to give local people and colleagues as much advance notice as possible of your consultation plans. Then remember to complete and submit PART TWO after the
consultation so that we can update Consultation Tracker to let people know the outcomes of the consultation.
http://biz/BIZkits/Toolkits/Consultation/Pages/Consultation%20Plan.doc
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STAGE 3 - HOW TO CARRY OUT YOUR CONSULTATION
What methods will you use to carry out
your consultation?
For help with selecting a method see
Checklist 3A - Methods. Remember you may
need to use different methods to reach
specific communities. You may find it useful to
seek advice from colleagues in the Council
who are used to engaging with the specific
communities you are trying to reach. See
Checklist 3C - Advisors for potential
contacts.






Email
Website
Site notices
Information in libraries




Six week consultation in line with statutory requirements
Prepare and display a clear site notice showing boundaries in 15 key
locations including outside schools, in shopping streets, by entrances to
parks etc
Information on Council website
Information in the two libraries in the area – Boscombe and Southbourne
Email including flyer to key members of staff, councillors and contacts
through the Boscombe Regeneration Partnership

Do you require a representative sample of
opinion? – if so choose a method that
supports this.

How will you raise awareness of /
encourage participation in this exercise?
For consultations on controversial issues you
will need to complete a separate
communications plan. Contact the Corporate
Communications team for help or visit their
pages on BIZ.





Completed forms should be forwarded to marie.fox@bournemouth.gov.uk for inclusion on the Council’s online Consultation Tracker. Please submit PART ONE as early as
possible to give local people and colleagues as much advance notice as possible of your consultation plans. Then remember to complete and submit PART TWO after the
consultation so that we can update Consultation Tracker to let people know the outcomes of the consultation.
http://biz/BIZkits/Toolkits/Consultation/Pages/Consultation%20Plan.doc
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STAGE 4 - WHEN TO CONSULT
When do the results of your consultation
need to be available in order to inform a
decision? (You will need to work the
timetabling of your consultation back from this
point) Checklist 4.A Preparing your timetable.

Consultation closed on 30th April 2016 (extended from 31st March)
Results available from this date.

When will you start consulting?

Start date: 15th Feb 2016

When will you finish consulting?

End date: 30th April 2016
NB. The initial consultation was six weeks. This was extended by a month in
response to comments received as explained below.

Please indicate in the appropriate box whether
your consultation plans are:
 draft i.e. provisional plans which might
yet be subject to significant change
OR
 confirmed i.e. you are committed to
these plans and ready to make them
public

Confirmed public consultation

Final
The proposed boundary and details of the
Forum are subject to sign off by Portfolio
holder

This will allow us to accurately display your
consultation in the Consultation Tracker as
either a ‘planned’ consultation (visible to
everyone including the public) or a ‘draft’
consultation (visible only to signed-in Council
employees or public sector partners).
Completed forms should be forwarded to marie.fox@bournemouth.gov.uk for inclusion on the Council’s online Consultation Tracker. Please submit PART ONE as early as
possible to give local people and colleagues as much advance notice as possible of your consultation plans. Then remember to complete and submit PART TWO after the
consultation so that we can update Consultation Tracker to let people know the outcomes of the consultation.
http://biz/BIZkits/Toolkits/Consultation/Pages/Consultation%20Plan.doc
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PART TWO – AFTER THE CONSULTATION HAS BEEN CARRIED OUT
TITLE OF THIS
EXERCISE
CONTACT NAME AND
NUMBER

Designation of Boscombe and Pokesdown Neighbourhood Plan Forum and Boundary
Sophie Leon
01202 451323

RESPONSE

STAGE 5 - ANALYSING THE RESULTS
How will the findings be used? What are
the key actions and / or recommendations
resulting from this consultation?
Checklist 5E – Identifying priorities and
actions from your results

The comments were forwarded to the Chair of the emerging forum and the Forum’s
planning consultant to inform the process going forward.
All of the objections raised related to the same boundary/ name issue and this has been
resolved following a public meeting.
There were no overriding reasons to amend or reject the boundary and there were no
objections relating to the Forum’s constitution.
It is therefore considered appropriate to designate the Forum and boundary as
proposed.

STAGE 6 - PROVIDING FEEDBACK
How and when will you provide feedback
to participants and key stakeholders?





Council staff and ward Councillors will be informed by email
The decision will be published on the Council website
Use of the Council’s social media/press release
Date from which feedback will be made available: 16th May 2016

Completed forms should be forwarded to marie.fox@bournemouth.gov.uk for inclusion on the Council’s online Consultation Tracker. Please submit PART ONE as early as
possible to give local people and colleagues as much advance notice as possible of your consultation plans. Then remember to complete and submit PART TWO after the
consultation so that we can update Consultation Tracker to let people know the outcomes of the consultation.
http://biz/BIZkits/Toolkits/Consultation/Pages/Consultation%20Plan.doc
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RESPONSE
Refer to the list in paragraph 6.3 of the
Consultation Handbook for some ideas.

Completed forms should be forwarded to marie.fox@bournemouth.gov.uk for inclusion on the Council’s online Consultation Tracker. Please submit PART ONE as early as
possible to give local people and colleagues as much advance notice as possible of your consultation plans. Then remember to complete and submit PART TWO after the
consultation so that we can update Consultation Tracker to let people know the outcomes of the consultation.
http://biz/BIZkits/Toolkits/Consultation/Pages/Consultation%20Plan.doc
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EINA Screening Record

Title of Policy/Service/Project

Designation of Forum and boundary for
Boscombe and Pokesdown
Neighbourhood Plan

Date of screening

05/05/16

Service Unit

Planning, Transport and Regulation

Lead Responsible Officer

Sophie Leon

Job Title

Design & Heritage Manager

Members of the Assessment Team

Sophie Leon and Caroline Peach

If the answers to the following questions are Yes or Don’t know, then a full
EINA will need to be carried out.

Is there likely to be a positive or negative impact in
terms of equalities?

No

Does it involve a significant commitment of
resources?

No

It is not necessary at the screening stage to identify adverse or differential
impact
It is important to remember that even when it is decided that a
policy/service/project does not require an EINA, it remains subject to the
general duties. Not carrying out a full EINA places our council at greater
risk of legal challenge because it cannot use the EINA process to meet our
Public Duties around equality. It also means, more importantly, that
opportunities may have been missed to promote equality.
If you have answered no to the questions above and do not intend to carry
out an EINA, please explain why?
Neighbourhood planning is a community led process which the Council has a
duty to support. The Council is simply required to determine the proposal
put forward by the community.
The designation of the proposed Forum and boundary is the first step to
enable the community to prepare a neighbourhood plan. It is different from
other planning documents because it is prepared by the local community.
The neighbourhood Plan will be a framework for guiding the future
development, regeneration and conservation of an area. Neighbourhood
planning is primarily concerned with the use and development and land –

streets, spaces and buildings. This will be for the social and economic
benefit of the whole community.
Neighbourhood Plans must meet five basic conditions before they can come
into force. One of these is to be compatible with human rights
requirements.
The proposed Forum recognises that it is important for its membership to
reflect the diversity of the Boscombe and Pokesdown community. One of
the aims set out in the Forum’s constitution is to “celebrate and support the
cultural diversity of the area and promote an inclusive community”. In
addition the constitution states that “The Forum is enthusiastically
committed to supporting protected characteristics communities in its area,
and to furthering opportunities for their involvement in the social, cultural
and economic development of the area, and will reflect this in its activities
and planning considerations.”
The Forum has attracted a membership of 41 people and it is intended that
this will continue to grow once the neighbourhood planning process gets
underway. As part of the application the Forum was asked to provide
certain details of members including where they live, age, gender,
nationality/ ethnicity, their employment status and whether they are a
home owner or tenant. This information shows that the membership is
reasonably diverse. Given the character of the two wards there is scope for
this diversity to increase further, including the involvement of more young
people and more Polish and Portuguese residents.
The application which the Forum has submitted states that “A working
group led by Alan Mercel-Sanc from the Dorset Race Equality Council has
been set up to form an engagement strategy going forward to reach into
some of the harder to reach sections of the community, as well as the
community as a whole.”
In conclusion
 The proposal is by the community, not the Council.
 Designating the forum and boundary will enable preparation of a Plan
which will be primarily concerned with the use and development of
land for the benefit of the community as a whole.
 It is considered that any impact on equalities is likely to be positive.
 The Forum has taken reasonable steps to ensure that the diversity of
the community is reflected in its membership and has stated that a
working group has been set up to engage harder to reach groups.

Environment Impact Checklist
for all Cabinet Reports
Issue:
Meeting Date:
Accountable Manager:
Impact Assessor:

Designation of Boscombe and Pokesdown Neighbourhood Plan Forum and
boundary
N/A
Andy England
Sophie Leon 01202 451323 sophie.leon@bournemouth.gov.uk

Key
+
Balance of positive Impacts
?
Balanced or unclear impacts
Balance of negative impacts
n/a Not applicable
Impact Criteria
Natural resources
impact on use of natural
resources – for example
energy, water, raw materials

Impact
+

Comments
This is the first step for the local community to
prepare a neighbourhood plan. The aims of the
plan will emerge over the coming months.
However The Forum’s aims as set out in the
constitution include promoting environmental
improvement and conservation.
The Forum’s application refers to the importance of
conserving the area’s historic buildings which means
making good use of existing resources. It also
makes reference to promoting renewable energy.

Quality of environment
contribution to safe and
supportive environments for
living, recreation and working

+

In addition, in order to come into force, any
neighbourhood plan must meet five basic
conditions. One of these is that is must contribute
to the achievement of sustainable development.
The Forum’s aims as set out in the constitution
include:



to further the social, economic, and
environmental wellbeing of the area
To promote environmental improvement and
conservation by educating, encouraging and
assisting the local population in
environmental practice, working in
partnership with similar groups and
organisations.

1

Bio-diversity
protects and improves
wildlife and habitats

+








Waste and pollution
effects on air, land and water
from waste and emissions

?

It is too early to say what policies the plan
may include which could affect biodiversity
but as the forum aims to further the
environmental well being of the area this is
likely to be positive.
The plan is required to be compatible with
EU obligations.
The area includes protected habitats on the
cliff top
The plan should be in general conformity
with Core Strategy policy CS30 green
infrastructure which supports biodiversity
The plan will need to have appropriate
regard to national policy. The National
Planning Policy Framework refers to
“minimising impacts on biodiversity and
providing net gains in biodiversity where
possible, contributing to the Government’s
commitment to halt the overall decline in
biodiversity, including by establishing
coherent ecological networks that are more
resilient to current and future pressures”

It is too early to say what policies the plan may
include which could affect waste and pollution, if
any.
However the plan will need to have appropriate
regard to national policy. The twelve core
principles of the National Planning Policy
Framework include:




support the transition to a low carbon
future in a changing climate, taking full
account of flood risk and coastal change,
and encourage the reuse of existing
resources, including conversion of existing
buildings, and encourage the use of
renewable resources (for example, by the
development of renewable energy);
contribute to conserving and enhancing the
natural environment and reducing
pollution...
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Council Priority and
Objectives for Improving our
Environment:
 Building a world-class
seafront
 Working with others to
meet Bournemouth’s
housing needs
 Promoting sustainable
travel
 Improving the quality of
Bournemouth’s built
environment
 Protecting Bournemouth’s
parks and natural open
spaces

+

The plan will give the community greater influence
over their area and their priorities may differ or
have a different emphasis from the Council’s.
However the aims of the Forum as set out in their
constitution are compatible with the Council’s
objectives
The Forum’s application also outlines some of its
emerging ideas and these are compatible with
Council objectives:
“In the early stages of discussion, various general
ideas on how the plan might promote the social,
economic, and environmental wellbeing of
Boscombe include provision of good size family
housing with gardens, protecting the historic shop
fronts particularly in Pokesdown, promoting the
history and heritage of the area with its grand
buildings ...promoting the tourist trade who visit
the beach and the pier but not the town centre,
provision of community facilities (Boscombe is the
only ward without a community centre), provision
of youth facilities, promoting creative industries in
the area, encouragement to turn problem HMO’s
into good size family flats with gardens where
possible, and to look at environmental benefits
including electric charging stations in car parks,
solar panels etc. and encouraging an awareness of
the importance and value of a sustainable
environment in the public.”
The Neighbourhood Plan must be in general
conformity with the strategic policies of the
development plan. The Forum has been advised
which are the relevant policies, and these support
the Council’s objectives.

Please complete and save your checklist, and email a copy to Lee Green, Environment Strategy &
Sustainability Manager @ lee.green@bournemouth.gov.uk
If you would like help in completing this checklist or would like to request a change, again contact Lee
Green by email or call on 01202 451144.
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Activity :
Current Risk Level

What Risks
No
Exist?

Description

Details and
Considerations (i.e.
What precautions have already been
what could trigger the
taken to control the risk?
risk? What would be the
consequences? Etc)

Risk Rating What measures can be
Impact Likelihood (Impact x implemented to reduce the
Likelihood) risk to an acceptable level?

Risk Rating
(Impact x
Likelihood
Likelihood
)

By Whom Target Date

Impact

Planning
officers

Medium

Could
Happen

MEDIUM

2

2

4

Medium

Could
Happen

MEDIUM

Who is affected?

The
Neighbourhood
Plan may fail to
be completed
Planning and Regulation
and adopted so
1 there is a risk
that officer time
spent supporting
the community
will be abortive

Triggers

2

Target Risk Level

Category

Consequences

Description

Who is affected?

Bournemouth Borough Council
planning officers are supporting the
work. The proposed forum has a
strong steering group, large forum and Medium
has taken guidance on its constitution.
They have also appointed a planning
consultantn to help them through the
process.
process

2

On going diaglogue with the Chair and
Planning consultant to inform the
Forum of the Council's planning
Potentially Planning and
policies and proposals. Neighbourhood
Medium
Regulation, Highways,
plans are required to be in accordance
Housing, Property and the
The intention of
with the strategic policies of the local
Council as a whole
neighbourhood
plan. The Forum's initial ideas and
planning is to
aims are compatible with Council
give local
objectives.
people a greater
say over
development in Triggers

Could
Happen

MEDIUM

2

4

Could
Happen

MEDIUM

On-going support of the forum
Chair, steering group and
planning consultant. Local
planning authorities have a legal
duty to support neighbourhood
planning

Planning officers will maintain
good communications with the
Forum and their Planning
Consultant and internally with
highways, property and housing
colleagues and with Councillors

Planning
officers

On-going

On-going

Activity :
Current Risk Level

What Risks
No
Exist?
2

Details and
Considerations (i.e.
What precautions have already been
what could trigger the
taken to control the risk?
risk? What would be the
consequences? Etc)

their area. This
may sometimes
differ from the
Council’s plans,
strategies or
priorities

Category

Consequences

Description
D
i i

Who
Wh is
i affected?
ff
d?

The community
may have
unrealistic
expectations
regarding the
Planning officers
amount of
3 officer time/
Council support
available which
could lead to
negative
publicity
Triggers
Category

Consequences

Description

Who is affected?

Planning officers have outlined the
sort of support which can be provided
and explained that any additional
work would need to be charged for.
The Forum's planning consultant is
experienced in neighbourhood
planning procedures.

Target Risk Level

Risk Rating What measures can be
Impact Likelihood (Impact x implemented to reduce the
Likelihood) risk to an acceptable level?

2

2

Medium

Could
Happen

MEDIUM

2

2

4

By Whom Target Date

4

Planning officers will maintain
good communications with the
Forum and their Planning
Consultant to manage
expectations

Planning
officers

On-going

Impact

Risk Rating
(Impact x
Likelihood
Likelihood
)

2

2

4

Medium

Could
Happen

MEDIUM

2

2

4

None

None

None

None

Triggers
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Category

Consequences

Description

Who is affected?

